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What is ONE
among 53 Billion?
by Dr. Floyd S. Elmore
the WORLD—what a place!
Huge continents, marvelous
mountain ranges, great rivers,
monstrous deserts, and fertile
farmlands. But the world
consis s of more than places; the world for
me is PEOPLE!
Ever since I first sensed God's direction
in my life to get involved in missions—
now more than 30 years ago—I have been
fascinated with the diversity of people
who live on this globe. The 5.3 billion
people who occupy our planet speak
thousands of different languages and
worship millions of different gods. Yet
we all have one common need due to our
shared sinfulness—to know the only true
God; to know Him is life eternal
(John 17:3).
How do people come to know the true
God and His Son Jesus Christ? ONE AT
A TIME! That belief helps me keep in
perspective what I can do as one person
among 5.3 billion. I can point one other
person toward Jesus Christ Who is the
only way to the Father, and then point
another and another as the Lord gives me
opportunities.
You can do the same. No one is
insignificant who lives today in the world.
Every believer is very significant when he
or she considers that the Lord has chosen
to call His children to Himself through the
gospel (2 Thessalonians 2:13-14).
Opportunities to share the good news
about Jesus Christ have always abounded,
but today's world offers us special
privileges. I would have never dreamed
that I could go to Russia to preach and
teach the Bible, but now that is a reality.
American Christian workers can team up
with our sister churches in Russia to assist
them in discipleship training as never
before.
Teaching
English as a
second language
is one such way
that has been
used by God to
open many
doors formerly
"closed."
Christian people
with professional
skills can use
them in many
countries of this
world as
tentmakers—
disciple-makers
who go at their
own expense. A
computer
analyst, programmer, or technician
practically has the front door key to every
nation on earth! And if this person is a
wise and Spirit-directed disciple-maker, an
opportunity that is hard to match
anywhere in the USA lies wide open.
What a world where one person can
have such an impact for Christ!
In recent years, I have been amazed at
how the Lord has opened doors of service
for me to be involved as a Bible
translation consultant with Bibles
International (a division of Baptist Mid-
Missions). I have worked with godly
Bible translators from Myanmar, India;
Chad; and Spain. In workshops designed
to check their translations for accuracy, we
have worked our way verse by verse
through large parts of the New Testament
and several books of the Old Testament.
What an experience to see the joy on the
faces of these men as they personally
grasp the meaning of God's word more
clearly, knowing that their people will
better understand God's word as the
translations improve! That scene is
"lasered" into my memory!
People helping people—that is the heart
of missions! And that is what one can do
among 5.3 billion! Will you be that ONE
in the WORLD?
Floyd Elmore '77,
associate professor of
Bible at Cedarville
College. teaches many of
the missions-related
courses. He and his wife.
Pam, were missionaries
to Honduras. During the
past three summers Floyd
has been a Bible
translation consultant with
Bibles International in
India and Chad. He
earned his Th.M and
Th.D. at Dallas
Theological Seminary.
Fowler Brinls
New Dimension
To MIS
I n 1991, Gary Fowler '68 became the first full-
time director of Missionary Internship Service
(MIS) at Cedarville College.
Gary's overseas experience and his genuine
interest in students equip him well for
directing MIS full-time. Besides overseeing the
activities of the teams and individuals involved in MIS
ministries, he has enhanced other aspects of the
program. The Spring Missionary Conference now
hosts almost three times the number of missionaries
than before he came. He initiated MIS Recruitment
Week, now an annual event in October. During that
time visiting missionaries present opportunities for
service the following summer. Gary also assists in
arranging to have at least two missionaries speak in
chapel each month.
Born into a missionary family, Gary grew up in
Guatemala and Honduras. He completed high school in
Dallas, Texas and enrolled at Cedarville College.
Service with the U.S. Army as a medic interrupted his
college education, and during those years Gary met
Johanna McLeod '68N whom he later married.
The Fowlers were missionaries for 16 years in Irian
Jaya, Indonesia and for one year in Venezuela. They
lived five years in Everett, Washington where Gary
served with the police department as a crisis
intervention officer.
Gary and Johanna have two children—Beth Anne,
22, and Michael, 17.
Cedarville
College Cultural
Christmas Tree
Alumni Serving as Missionitit•
ur alumni involved in missions efforts all over the world are listed alphabetically. We have included
those on furlough, alumni teaching English ministries, and others at home and abroad. We have also
listed individuals preparing for the field. If our information needs updating, please contact the
Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566. Our records are especially lacking for alumni missionaries
before 1952.
William '81 & Lillie Aiken—Canada
Larry '72 & Nancy Leapline Allen '70—Bangladesh
Norm '67 & Louise Stutesman Barnard '67—U.S.A.
Evandro '74 & Elina Batista—Portugal
Jeffrey '79 & Rachael Shedden Bean '80—Hagerstown, Maryland Kirby '76 & Chris Lancaster—Australia
Laura Lehto '83—Brazil
Diane Lichtensteiger '86—China
Lori Lindner '92—Philippines
Jeannie Lockerhic '61—Bangladesh
Reuben & Susan Felty Mains '79—Grenada, West Indies
Lisa McClure '79—Colombia
Terry '79 & Jan McClellan—Reading, Pennsylvania
Bruce '69 & Beverly Hare McDonald '72N—Mt. Laurel,
New Jersey
Phil '74 & Becky McDonald—Bangladesh
Jon & Lois Rumage McLain '70—Brazil
Samuel '71 & Carol Bo McMillen '73N—France
Michael Measley '92—Kentucky
Dave '81 & Carol Cox Merkh '82—Brazil
Vic '75 & Cyndi Millard—Haiti
Jeff & Gerri Jue Miller '84—Indonesia
Jonathan '76 & Leona Perry Mitchell '76—Brazil
Charles '78 & Darlene Monroe—Springfield, Ohio
John '79 & Michele Meeker Morgan '79—Africa
Mathew Moore '92—China
David '72 & Rebecca Hull Nelson '72—Philippines
Norman '64 & Evelyn Thorns Nicklas '61  Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania
Norma Nulph '60—Cleveland, Ohio
Jim '64 & Mary Parker—Washington, D.C.
Chris Parsons '82—Atlanta. Georgia
DeElda '60 & Nancy Cope Payton '57—Shelbyville, Indiana
Tony '85 & Kathy Pepe—France
Edith Phillips '70—Bangladesh
Rick & Delana Phillips Powers '82—Florida
Julie Prentice '82—China
David Reid Jr. '90—Wilmington, Delaware
Ray '59 & Jan Van Horn Reiner '66—Brazil
Clinton Rice '92—China
William '78 & Karen Christmas Roloff '83—Millersburg, Ohio
Joyce Rudduck '66—Bangladesh
John '60 & Faye Rueck—Hungary
Carl & Lois Gelatt Sexton '83—Argentina
Karen Seymour '79—Togo
Mark '79 & Debbie Hall Seymour '83N—Africa
Martin '78 & Denise Gawethorp Shaw '78—Japan
Larry '60 & Beverly Smith—Canada
Rhonda L. Smith '88—Brazil
Dave '70 & Evelyn Hare Southwell '70—Portugal
Dave '84 & Kathy Young Spradling '85N—Cincinnati, Ohio
David '80 & Bethanne Payne Standridge '81—Italy
Dan '80 & Donna Standridge- Italy
Gary '77 & Nancy Stonn—Wheelersburg, Ohio
Loretta Strock '84—France
David '65 & Barbara Blackburn Taylor '64—Brazil
William '73 & Deborah Davis Tobias '73—New Guinea
Mark '67 & Beth Zeigler Trimble '67—Atnazonia, Brazil
Chuck '67 & Bev Truxton—Nigeria
Joel '80 & Tonya Veldt—Xenia, Ohio
Jeffrey '80 & Deborah Mullet Warix '79N—Brazil
Vernon '51 & Edith Spieth Weber '51—Sebring. Florida
Kirk '84 & Joyce Pycraft Wesselink '85—New Mexico
Ray Wigdal '85—China
Mike '83 & Joan Weber Wilcox '82—Indonesia
Helen Wing '65—Brazil
Ruth Yocum '80N—Bangladesh
Dave & Patty Neely Zemmer '76N—Brazil
George Zinn '67—Greenwood, Indiana
Alex '74 & Pamela Stallard Konya '75N—Hungary
Gary '83H & Rebecca Selden Kuhn '78—Philippines
Nancy LaBonte '86—Appointee
Dan '68 & Betty Lacey—France
Dennis '65 & Frances Bellew—St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
Torn '78 & Karin Angel Benefiel '79—Brazil
Irene Benson '63—Brazil
Steve '85 & Myrna Bicknell—New York City
John '64 & Judy Marcellus Bigelow '67—Juneau, Alaska
Patty Birkenholtz '78N—Czechoslovakia
Dan '83 & Susan Bisbee—Senegal, West Africa
Larry '75 & Cindi Schlener Bollback '75N—Portugal
Aaron '85 & Anne Grosse Bowes '85N—Gennany
Penni Bresson '90—Brazil
Gary '84 & Kathy Brewer—Orlando, Florida
Paul '82 & Geri Black Briggs '83—Italy
Daniel '68 & Nancy Norton Brower '69—Brazil
Jeff Burr '93—China
Curtis Carr '91—Glennalien, Alaska
Tom '86 & Paula Can.—Japan
Jim '75 & Rachel Mayo Chambers '78N—Zambia, Africa
Cal '81 & Carol Clark—Brazil
Giuseppe & Pennie Gilbert Collesano '77—Italy
Ken '70 & Alice Cole—Philippines
David '82 & Cindy Ulmer Cox '83N—Africa
Steve '87 & Miriam Cox—Brazil
Lori Crabb '83—West Africa
Kent '80 & Kelly Craig—Philippines
Beverly Curtis '70 China
James '68 & Linda Davis—Philippines
Francisco '80 & Eliane DeSouza—Brazil
John & Nancy Hall DeValve '81—West Africa
Kendra Doctor '87—Brazil
Debbie Dower '84 Germany
Kenneth & Linda Betts Duffield '72—Mexico
James '61 & Esther Weiss Entner '61—Philippines
Sue Farley '71—Hong Kong
Tom '86 & Meg Irving Fite '89N—England
Frank & Ruth Teed Finch '76—Philippines
Larry & Sallie Pickard Fogle '77N—Zambia, Africa
John '83 & Kathy Ormsbee Foreman '83—Arizona
Dave '56 & Joan Austin Gardner '56N—Copperas Cove, Texas
Boyd '65 & Kathy Johnson Griffith '68—Orlando, Florida
Bobby '90 & Sara Sweetland Hile '92—South Africa
Ron '82 & Linda Hobar—Orlando, Florida
Greg Hobaugh '90—China
Tim '81 & Joann Bradshaw Hoganson '81—Brazil
Joe '68 & Sharon Tallman Hollaway '68—Australia
Steve '77 & Kris Anderson Holman '79—Philippines
Gary '67 & Betty Holtz—Fairborn, Ohio
Sam '56 & Ellen Smith Hornbrook '56—Mexico
Robert '59 & Esther Stutestnan Howder '62N—Japan
Marvin '83 & Ruth Reid Humphreys '85—Hong Kong
Paul & Joanne Filippelli Ingis '82N—Bangladesh
Clifton '72 & Hannah Stowell Jensen '71—Colombia
Rebekah Jewell '82—Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
Dean '83 & Crystal Stan Johnson '86N—Peoria, Illinois
Roy & Nancy Towle Jones '69—Spain
Sarni & Roxanne Butler Kanani '69—Tallmadge, Ohio
David '75 & Sherie Kelso—Portugal
David '87 & Sonya Ketchatn—Bangladesh
Robert '70N & Jane Austin Kilko '70—Brazil
Marcia Kingsbury '84—Portugal
Dave & Grace Trimble Kintner '67N—Brazil
Verne '55 & Helen Collins Kirby '69—Alaska
Philip & Barbara Cooper Klumpp '74—Philippines
Temple '86 & Beth McKibben Knowles '86—Nairobi, Kenya
M erry Christmas!? Why is your AlumniAssociation thinking about Christmas inthe middle of March? To prepare for thelighting of the Cedarville CollegeCultural Christmas Tree in December
1993! Our desire is to decorate a Christmas tree in the
chapel which will remind the college family to pray for our
alumni living in other cultures.
The first ornament we received (pictured) is compliments
of Kent '80 and Kelly Craig, missionaries in the Philippines.
We are looking forward to receiving many ornaments from a
wide variety of cultures in which you currently serve or have
visited.
Would you consider sending us a Christmas ornament
traditional to your culture? We want to include any
background about the ornament, the culture, or yourself in
an information booklet. Please include a brief note to the
Alumni Association and mail your ornament to the
Cedarville College Alumni Office,
P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, Ohio 45314.
Thank you in advance for your ornament. We look
forward to hearing from you!
Alumna Completes Short Term
Missions Project
n August 1992, Lisa Sommerfeld '91 returned
from a one-year term in Oegstgeest, Netherlands
with the Intermenno program. The Intermenno
program gave 30 American young people the
opportunity to work and live with European
ennonites. This exchange program gave Lisa the
opportunity to learn firsthand about the Netherlands. She
also had several occasions for ministry during her stay.
Returning to her family and church (Rocky Ford
Mennonite) in Apple Creek, Ohio was joyous, but Lisa
would not trade her year in the Netherlands for anything in
the world.
New Horizons for MIS
IIhese last two years have seen MISexpanding its ministries into EasternEurope as well as venturing into newareas of service. These activities havecoincided with the appointment of
Gary Fowler '68 as the first full-time director of
MIS.
Dr. Harold Green, Dr. Don Callan '84H, and Dr.
Dwayne Frank '60 visited Hungary and Romania
during the summer of 1991 to make contacts with
pastors and local churches. Because of that visit,
Cedarville College was invited to send three MIS
teams to the two countries last summer for various
ministries, from Bible instruction to teaching
English as a second language.
In March 1993, Dr. Green, Dr. Floyd Elmore '77,
and Dr. Joseph Halsey will travel to Russia, again
contacting pastors and churches to determine what
opportunities are available for MIS in the summer of
1994.
This summer MIS will send out four nursing
teams (one to Brazil, two to Bangladesh, and one to
Thailand) for ministry and medical assistance. MIS
will also send a women's volleyball team to the
Dominican Republic, a sign language team to a
camp for the hearing impaired in Jamaica, a puppet
team to Zambia, and eight other teams and
numerous individuals for a variety of ministries
around the world.
As a Cedarville College alumnus, you can be part
of this ministry by praying for students as they
prepare, raise support, and serve.
From The
Director's
Chair
M
y grandmother and I had
an interesting
conversation on her 83rd
birthday. She told me she
was feeling confused and
nei \,. ous, so I asked her to tell me her name.
"Ernestine Ray," she replied. Then I asked her to tell me the names of all her
grandchildren, which she did. My third question was about her birth date, to which
she replied, January 30, 1910. I remarked that she had a birthday and asked her how
old she was. That's when grandmother looked at me and said, "Oh, I don't know. I
think about 30 something!" We had some birthday cake and kept on laughing.
With over 13,000 members in the Cedarville College Alumni Association we have
had a lot of celebrations this year. The Engineering/Nursing/Science (ENS) Center
dedication at Homecoming, Harper Bickett's 90th birthday party, and the addition of
411 new members to the Alumni Association at the 1992 graduation ceremonies were
all wonderful times to reflect on God's goodness and blessings to Cedarville College.
But God's blessings are also evident when children of alumni are saved after
discussing Jesus with mom and dad, or when we see God providing for every need of
our alumni during hard economic times, or when students dedicate their lives for the
mission field.
This issue of Inspire reflects the joy of serving others on various mission fields. We
highlight several avenues of ministry in which our alumni are currently involved.
What an encouragement these individuals are to us. What a celebration we will share
in heaven! Many alumni began their journey of missions at Cedarville College. It is a
joy to know our alma mater has played a major role in developing hearts and lives for
full-time missionary service.
As teams are being formed for 1993 summer MIS opportunities, please pray that
the rich heritage of MIS will continue, in the lives of our students who go and the
people to whom they will minister. The leaders of those teams, many of whom are
alumni, also need your prayers.
Campus needs to pray for include the completion of the ENS Center capital
campaign, chapel space, and a fine arts building. Another of God's blessings is
unfolding as applications for the 1993-94 school year jump above last year's influx.
There is a lot to be thankful for. The continued prayer support of our alumni will
enable us to look forward to more celebrations in the future. I think I'll have another
piece of birthday cake!
9a,-7e
Presenting
Your Alumni Council!
"The purpose of the Alumni Association shall be the promotion of the interests of
Cedarville College and the provision of Christian fellowship, information, education
and service opportunities to the glory of God." This statement in the Cedarville
College Alumni Association constitution is the heartbeat of the Alumni Council. We
seek your best interest as we make decisions to serve over 13,000 Cedarville College
alumni.
Alumni council members are: Bryan Benson '83, Yvonna Cope McGhee '73,
Mike Hamilton '68, Angela Cooke '84, DeMaurice Smith '85, Jane Adams Smith '84,
Vicki Butler '80, and Stefanie Pratt '85. Not pictured: Bob Foreman '77.
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The Institute for
Creation Research
presents
"BACK TO
GENESIS"
hosted by Cedarville College
and the CDR Radio Network
April 16-17, 1993
SCHOOL ASSEMBLY
Elementary, junior high and high school students
are invited to a special creation program designed
for Christian and home schools in conjunction with
the "Back to Genesis" seminar.
Where? James T. Jeremiah Chapel
When? Friday, April 16, 1993
Time: 9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Cost: Free of charge
Registration: Please call 513-766-7878 by
Monday, April 13, 1993
"BACK TO GENESIS" SEMINAR
Where? James T. Jeremiah Chapel
When? Friday and Saturday,
April 16-17, 1993
Time: Friday, 7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Cost: $20.00/person
$30.00/family
$10.00/senior citizens
and full time students
Registration: register and pay at the door
*Speakers for the seminar: Mr. Ken Ham,
Dr. Duane Gish, Dr. Donald Chittick
*Babysitting/child care is not available
For information call the "Back to Genesis"
information line at 513-766-7878.
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The Department of Music hosted high school
musicians from 42 public and Christian schools
at the annual Music Showcase February 18-20.
The Showcase featured the Cedarville College
performing groups in concert Friday night. On
Saturday afternoon, a high school honors band,
honors string orchestra, and honors choir
performed.
Donors to Cedarville College have promised to match up to $400,000
in donations of equipment for Cedarville's new Engineering/Nursing/-
Science Center. Friends of the College have until December 31, 1993
to give toward instructional equipment. The matching gift donors,
identified only as parents of a Cedarville graduate, will then make a
gift for further equipment. Thirty percent of Cedarville's students are
enrolled in the Engineering, Nursing, or Science and Mathematics
departments. Although the ENS Center already includes several high-
tech laboratories and over 100 computers for student use, additional
equipment will support increasing demand for these strategic
programs.
THANK YOU
Council
Members
uring the past four years Doug Phillips '82 and
Steve Shank '73 have faithfully served on the
Alumni Council. Our November meeting
marked their last as they completed their terms
and we said goodbye to them with a luncheon
in the President's Dining Room.
Doug leaves many projects and policies he helped establish
for the Alumni Association. Phillips proposed a position
description for Alumni Council members and suggested the
"Name the Bee Contest" which took place during Alumni
Basketball Weekend 1992. Doug often challenged the council
during our devotional and prayer time in each meeting. He
pastors the First Baptist Church of Okemos in Michigan.
Steve Shank served as a faithful secretary for the Alumni
Council all four years. His accurate minutes kept the council
on schedule and up to date. Steve and his wife. Merilee
(Johnson '75) reside in Cedarville where our largest
population of alumni lives. Shank is principal of Shaw
Elementary School in Beavercreek, Ohio. Signing his last set
of minutes "Respectfully, one last time," Steve also indicated
that it had been a joy to serve on the council.
Doug Phillips '82
Steve Shank '73
Alumni Homecomin
AWARD
D
iversity is a buzz word in today's society and the Alumni Council is
striving to add variety to the nomination process for the Alumni
Homecoming Awards. We are asking for the help of all alumni in the
nomination process for ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR, HONORARY
ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR, and DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AWARDS for 1993 and the years to come.
Keeping the criteria for each award in mind, please use the nomination form below to
ALUMNUS
OF THE YEAR AWARD
Criteria for Alumnus
of the Year Award
Past Recipients
968 Lynn Rogers '54
969 Bernice Mick '55
970 Jack Willetts '58 (deceased)
971 Robert (Bob) Rogers '55 (deceased)
972 Harper Bickett '24
973 Ernajean Lockerbie '61
974 James Entner '61
975 William Pierson '65
976 No Award
977 M. Earle Collins '23 (deceased)
978 No Award
979 Arnold Fruchtenbaum '66
980 Maryalyce Jeremiah '65
981 Walter Banks '60
982 Roy Linton '38
983 Joseph Stowell III '66
984 David Jeremiah '63
985 G. Allen Fisher '66
986 Eleanor (Cooley) Finney '37
987 James Engelmann '66
988 Robert Domokos '62
989 Norman Nicklas '64
990 Frank Jenista '68
991 Rex Rogers '74
992 Harry Sinks '38
DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD
Past Recipients
1984 Rodney C. Wyse '84H
1985 Sandra Millikin Entner '59
1986 Elvin King '64N
Joyce Walker King '64
1987 Michael DiCuirci
1988 William Brock (deceased)
1989 Paul Gathany '63
1990 James T. Jeremiah '73H
1991 Dwayne I. Frank '60
1992 Daniel Wetzel
The nominee must have:
1. held a baccalaureate degree from
Cedarville College for at least
ten years.
2. demonstrated significant
outstanding contribution to his or
her profession and/or avocation.
3. exhibited significant financial
and/or other concern for the
development of Cedarville
College.
4, cultivated an evident pursuit of
Christ-centered thinking and
daily lifestyle.
5. evidenced a dedication to
developing the mind of Christ in
others.
Criteria for Distinguished
Service Award
The nominee need not be an alumnus
of Cedarville College, but must have:
. maintained a quality association with
Cedarville College for approximately
10 years. or less as appropriate.
2. rendered distinguished service to
Cedarville College, its programs,
and/or its students in the form of
significant financial aid, time and/or
talent, or any combination thereof.
3. evidenced a personal commitment to
Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord and a
servant's spirit.
The same person may receive this award
any number of times.
Council Welcomes
New Members
Angela Cooke '84 DeMau rice Smith '85
Y
ou have chosen two new alumni council members for the 1993-
1997 term, and they are already busily at work on your behalf.
Angela Cooke '84 travels from Manchester, Massachusetts to
provide support and input for the alumni association. After
graduating with a B.A. in communication arts, Angela served as
resident director of Faith dormitory from 1986 to 1990. Angela has earned
her master's degree in student personnel counseling and higher education
from University of Dayton and anticipates beginning work on a doctorate in
higher education this year. Angela is planning a Cedarville College alumni
gathering in the Boston area this spring and serves on the student relations
committee of the alumni council.
DeMaurice Smith '85 serves the Washington D.C. area as an assistant
United States attorney specializing in criminal prosecution. Smith graduated
from the University of Virginia Law School in Charlottesville, Virginia in
1989 and worked for a law firm in D.C. for two years before his current
appointment. De participated in the 1993 Chat with Alumni Forum, has met
one-on-one with students, and serves on the alumni relations committee of
the alumni council. De's wife, Karen, is an accountant with Capitol Care.
Although ballot return was down this year we did receive votes from alumni
all over the United States and in several countries.
send us your recommendations for future award recipients. For your nominations
to be considered, it is important that you include the reasons for nominating the
individual. Please include two paragraphs to support your nomination along with
the requested information.
We appreciate your assistance. Feel free to photocopy the nomination form and
send to the Cedarville College Alumni Office, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, Ohio
45314. We look forward to hearing from you by April 15, 1993.
HONORARY ALUMNUS
OF THE YEAR AWARD
Past Recipients
1968 Arthur Williams
1969 Ruth Underwood
1970 James T. Jeremiah
1971 Inez Milner
1972 Donald Kyle
Gerald "Pop" Marshall
1973 Miriam Maddox
1974 Earl Willetts
1975 George Lawlor
1976 George Engelmann
1977 Jean Fisher
1978 No Award
1979 Myron Amstutz
1980 J. Dale Murphy
1981 Richard McIntosh
1982 Charles & Betty Tarter
1983 Gary Kuhn
1984 Donald & Nedra Callan
1985 Beatrice Printy
1986 Shirley Schneider
1987 Fran Bresson
1988 J. Murray Murdoch
1989 Floyd & Anne Rietveld
1990 Pamela S. Diehl
1991 Gerald V. Smelser
1992 jack Cline
Criteria for Honorary
Alumnus of the Year Award
The nominee must have:
1. maintained a quality
association with Cedarville
College for at least ten
years.
evidenced a personal
commitment to excellence
in specific areas of his or
her life and service.
3. rendered distinguished
service to Cedarville
College, its programs.
and/or its students or
graduates.
4. cultivated an evident
pursuit of Christ-centered
thinking and daily lifestyle.
Award
Name
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD NOMINEE PROFILE
Title First MitidiC .at
Address 
Number and Street
Telephone
City State Zip
Home
Degree completed at Cedarville
Work
Information to support nomination:
Degree Field of Study Year
 Please feel free to continue on back of form.)
Three generations of the Chaffe family are represented
in the Cedarville College family and in this picture.
Jessica Gottwals is currently a freshman. Diane Chaffe
Gottwals '69, Jessica's mother, graduated with a degree
in education and currently serves as secretary in the
Career Services office. Diane's parents, Stuart '56 and
Alberta Lapham Chaffe '60, reside in Cedarville and are
avid fans of Cedarville College basketball.
The Lady Jacket basketball team enjoyed one of its finest
seasons ever. Finishing 18-10, the team had a school record
13-game winning streak and was ranked as high as 23rd in
NAIA Division II. Senior forward Amy Zehr was named the
NAIA Division II National Player of the Week for January 3-9.
She was also NAIA Division II District 22 Player of the Year
and MOC Player of the Year. Amy holds the Cedarville
record for most rebounds and is the third highest leading
scorer.
450 Alumni
Enjoy
Basketball
Weekend .000V
ach
on Callan
presents the
game ball to
senior Kenny
Rucker for his
record of over
2,000 points
and 1,000
rebounds.
lumni Basketball
Weekend saw the largest
attendance ever, leaving
no extra seats for the
men's varsity game in the Stranahan
Gymnasium. Saturday began with the
Alumni-Varsity Yellow Jackets
Brunch. Coaches Don Callan '84H
and Kathy Freese introduced current
players to alumni and gave updates
on the current season. Basketball
action began at 2:00 p.m. with the
Lady Yellow Jackets winning against
Mt. Vernon, and continued until
9:30 p.m. A reception for all alumni
following the men's varsity game
gave everyone an opportunity to
catch up on the latest news.
The men's alumni teams saw 18 returning to play with a final score
of 93-93.
John Angus '88
up for the jump ChrissyFriedken Miller
'88 and Susan
Olson Ruby '86
bring Drew and
Kelsey to meet
alumni and
future
classmates.
De Smith '85 and Coach Elvin King give
Alumni Basketball Weekend two big smiles.
Joy Fagan '89 works
her way down the
floor.
John Mohler '79 and Jerry
Robbins '86 enjoy the reception.
Yvonna McGhee '73, Tammy Haram '91, and future
student Hannah McGhee cheer the Yellow Jackets
on to victory.
This year's half-
time free throw
competition was
held during the
men's varsity game
with returning
basketball alums
who shot for a
variety of prizes.
Each decade of
returning players
chose a
representative to shoot 3 out of 5 foul shots. Everyone walked away
a winner!
/4;:-/Irciskipg
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With a record 23 alumnae returning to play basketball, the final score was 40 (blue)-39 (gold).
Sandi Holwerda Schlappi '75 and Vicki Butler '80 coached the two teams.
October
15-17,
1993
Attention, reunion
classes! If your
class ends in 3 or 8.
this is your year to
get together! The
following reunion
committees are
already planning.
Heritage Alumni
Reunion Luncheon
(graduates and
individuals who
attended Cedarville
College before
1952) Saturday,
October 16 at
12:30 p.m.,
location TBA.
BBI Reunion Dinner
(graduates and
individuals who
attended Baptist
Bible Institute or
Cedarville College
1952-1957) Saturday,
October 16, time and
location TBA.
30-Year Reunion Luncheon (Class
of 1963) Saturday, October 16 at
12:30 p.m., location TBA.
25-Year Reunion Weekend (Class of
1968) Highlights include Saturday
morning breakfast at the Dixons' home
and a reunion dinner. More details are
coming your way.
10-Year Reunion Luncheon (Class of
1983) Saturday, October 16 at
12:30 p.m. in the Athletic Center
(2nd Floor). Plans are underway for
a deli luncheon. Child care is
available.
High school teacher Roger Foreman '89 of Lincoln, Maine has
been teaching English as a second language to three
Vietnamese young people, ages 16 to 25. Now Cedarville
teacher education students can have TESOL (Teaching
English as a Second Language) validation on their state
teaching certificates by completing TESOL course
requirements in addition to their education programs. The
course of study prepares teachers to teach English as a
second language either in a foreign setting or in the United
States. Alumni interested in the TESOL program should
contact the Department of Education.
Michael Stephens '80 has been named president and chief
executive officer of Greene Memorial Hospital in Xenia, Ohio.
Michael has been at the hospital since he took a business
internship during college and was hired upon his graduation
from Cedarville. He has served as patient representative,
employment manager, director of employment services,
assistant vice president and executive vice president. Mike
and his wife, Deborah (Zallers '78), live in Xenia with their two
children, Mathew, 11-, and Emily, 8. Stephens served on the
Alumni Council from 1987 to 1991 and chaired the council
during his last year.
Chat with Alumni Forum
ix alumni participated in the Chat with Alumni Forum during Basketball
Weekend, January 29 & 30. This forum offers the opportunity for students to
glean firsthand information on careers and the job markets in their areas of
interest. The panel members are prepared to address basic topics such as
networking and job search, but give more specific information while talking
one-on-one with the students after the forum.
Our thanks to this year's panel members who shared their time, experience, and talents
with the students.
Angela Wilcox '87 founded
Pathways to Recovery which is in
its third year of service. The
treatment facility located in
Centerville, Ohio assists clients
with emotional and stress related
difficulties. Angela majored in
psychology at Cedarville College.
DeMaurice Smith '85 is currently
serving as assistant U.S. attorney
general in Washington, D.C. De's
prosecution cases are demanding
as he spends at least three weeks in
court each month. De graduated
with a major in political science.
Jim Brueler '91 established his
position as administrator of a
nursing care facility through
summer employment and
internships. Jim stated that he
sought information from all
aspects of the agency while
employed during the summer.
After graduating with a major in
psychology and minor in business
administration, Jim returned to
the Cleveland, Ohio area to begin
his career.
Career Services Update
W ith great returns ofthe Alumni CareerSurvey, alumniare learning theycan be involved
with Career Services in several ways.
Many times we focus on your help for
current students, but the Career
Services office can assist alumni in job
searches or job changes. Once placed in
the office database, the resume of an
alumnus is available to employers
nationwide. A job bulletin is also
available to alumni who are searching
for employment. The job bulletin is a
quarterly publication which lists job
openings in a wide variety of fields
from accounting to social services and
can be mailed for a nominal annual fee.
As career consultants, alumni can help
other alumni and current students in job
searches. Dave Gaffner '68, director of
Career Services, has made several
profitable calls on alumni who
introduced him to the directors of
human resources for their respective
companies. The more contacts made,
the more promising the possibilities for
students and alumni seeking
employment.
Thanks to over 500 who returned their
Career Network survey. It's not too
late —send yours today.
Dave Slyby '88 graduated with a
major in secondary education
with anticipation of teaching
junior high school. After teaching
for one year he decided on a
different career path and sought a
position in public relations with
the Cincinnati Bengals. Dave's
advice to students is to not be
afraid of changing career paths.
Sherri Watson Smith '86 shared
her experience in utilizing an
English degree. Sherri was
employed by Cedarville College
for four years before moving to
Chicago, Illinois to take a
position with Scripture Press. She
now serves as public relations
manager for the company and
encourages students to look at a
non-specific major as a positive.
Captain Dan Hicks '87 shared his
military career experience and
much more with the students. Dan
attended Cedarville College in the
late 70's but did not complete his
degree. After marriage, children,
and a career in the Wendy's
Corporation, Dan finished his
undergraduate work at Cedarville
and joined the military. He now
teaches graduate classes and is
studying for his doctorate. Dan
encouraged others not to second
guess God and His plan for their
lives.
Junior Connie Winch, Sherri Watson Smith '86, and Dave Gaff ner '68,
director of Career Services, discuss employment opportunities in the field
of technical writing.
Dave Slyby '88
talks about
changing
careers.
HOW IS
YOUR
CLASS
DOING?
Can you believe it? As of January 31. 1993,
1,702 alumni have given or committed
$102,108.50. another record-setting pace. To
those who have already responded to the
Annual Fund need of $1.16 million. we thank
you. There is still time to join them in
PARTNERS 92-93 and become a partner in
providing the education of Cedarville
College students. Send your gift or
completed pledge to: Annual Fund Office,
Cedarville Collette, P.O. Box 601,
Cedarville, OH 45314.
Class Gifts
Year Received Challenge
Heritage 8,889.00 $ 17,100.00
954 172.00 1,200.00
955 1,365.00 2,000.00
956 200.00 270.00
957 514.00 1,300.00
958* 313.50 250.00
959 330.00 625.00
960* 1,879.50 1,100.00
961 283.00 750.00
962 572.50 2,450.00
963 1,317.50 2,500.00
964 2,039.50 3,000.00
965 639.00 1,800.00
966 1,281.50 1,450.00
967 1,288.85 2,200.00
968 2,070.00 4,500.00
969 3,362.00 6,400.00
970 1,308.00 3,600.00
971 1,579.00 2.025.00
972 1,246.00 3,500.00
973 1,640.50 3,000.00
974 3,501,50 4,000.00
975 1,373.00 2,500.00
976 2,385.50 6,000.00
977 2,346.50 3,200.00
978 1,822.00 4,500.00
979* 5,335.00 5,000.00
980 4,021.50 4,100.00
981 6,083.50 7,000.00
982 24444.00 3,100.00
983 3,228.50 6,500.00
984 2,143.90 5,300.00
985 1,979.50 3,200.00
986 2,066.00 4,000.00
987 3,059.85 3,700.00
988 2,097.50 4,000.00
989 1,810.00 4,000.00
990 1,331.50 2,700.00
991* 2,562.00 1.200.00
992+ 168.44 500.00
*met or exceeded goal
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Mission Agencies Serving Our Alumni
The agencies listed are those with which our
alumni serve. Several of these works were
begun by Cedarville alumni. The Alumni
Office has made every attempt to include
overseas and home missions. If you know of
any additions or corrections, please call the
Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566.
Ambassadors in Sports
American Mission for Opening Churches
Ariel Ministries
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism
(ABWE)
Athletes in Action
Baptist Children's Home
Baptist Church Planters
Baptist International Mission, Inc.
Baptist Mid-Missions (BMM)
Berean Mission, Inc.
Bible Club Movement International
Campus Bible Fellowship
Campus Crusade for Christ
Central Missionary Clearinghouse
Child Evangelism Fellowship
Conservative Baptist Home
Mission Society
Conservitive Baptist
Foreign Mission Society
English Language Institute
Evangelical Alliance Mission
Evangelical Baptist Missions
Alumni
Profile
Chinatown Holds
Their Heart
eborah Buining Carey '83 fell in love with
Chinese people during a summer MIS trip.
Her experience with the people and
missionaries who ministered to them
opened her heart to missions in Hong Kong
and mainland China. After graduating from Cedarville
with a degree in psychology, Deb married Rick Carey.
Rick had also traveled to Hong Kong and was open to
serving wherever the Lord needed them. Together they
began to prepare for work with Chinese people and
decided to gain more knowledge of Chinese culture and
philosophy by volunteering in New York City's
Chinatown district.
For five years, Deb and Rick worked as counselors for
the youth fellowship at the Overseas Chinese Mission, a
church which they had joined. During that period, Rick
worked for Tiffany Jewelers, and Debbie continued her
education at Fordham University, receiving a master's in
psychology. In 1990 the Careys realized their mission
field was located in New York City, not across the ocean
in China. Rick left his job with Tiffany's, the Careys
moved into a seventh floor flat located in the Overseas
Chinese Mission building, and they began full-time work
with the children and adults in Chinatown.
Rick currently serves as administrator and director of
youth programs, while Deb homeschools their five-year
old son, Eric, cares for Lauren, nine months, assists
Rick with many of the youth and children's programs
for the community, and gives direction to the women's
ministry of the mission.
One of the highlights of Deb's ministry was starting
an after-school program for neighborhood children two
years ago. Deb approached the church board with the
idea of ministering to elementary-age neighborhood
children after school and was granted permission. Over
twenty volunteers from the church help with
homework, provide English tutoring, lead in devotions,
and offer snacks to 65 children. Deb feels that this
program provides ministry that Sunday school cannot.
Because the children meet five days a week, Jesus can
be made real each day to these boys and girls who may
have never heard of the gospel before. Many of these
children are hardened because they spend so much
time on the streets. "It's like teaching the Bible from
scratch," Deb states, "but God is faithful."
The after school program has led to developing other
avenues of ministry to the parents who often work long
hours for garment manufacturers and factories. The
mission hosts special programs inviting the parents to
watch their children perform, followed by a message
translated into Chinese. Over 300 people from the
community attend English classes held mostly on
Sundays. From this group, a small fellowship Bible
study meets on Sunday afternoon for parents to learn
more about the Bible.
Rick's work with the youth ministry provides a
variety of programs and opportunities for the
neighborhood young people to know Christ. In August
of 1992, Overseas Chinese Mission sent a mission
group of 10 teens to work in Guatemala City,
Guatemala, South America. Deb trained the group in
puppet performances, a love which she gained from
Cedarville, and the teens worked on construction
projects for Youth for Christ. Their primary task on the
trip, though, was to minister to the growing Chinese
population in Guatemala City, where there is currently
no Chinese church.
The Careys admit they were preparing for service in
Hong Kong, but not any more. Chinatown and its
needy people have really taken hold of their hearts, and
although open to foreign ministry, that is where they
hope to stay.
VanLoon Family
Involved in
Rescue Work
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s a lieutenant colonel in the Civil Air
Patrol, Kenneth N. VanLoon '75 is
involved in rescue efforts. As a
missionary pastor of Emmanuel
Baptist Church in Paulding, Ohio, Ken
is also in a rescue work.
Dr. Gary Anderson, president of Baptist Mid-
Missions, asked Ken if he would be interested in
church development and rescue with the Paulding
ministry in mind. For 13 years, Ken and his wife,
Sandy, had been church planters in Alaska at
Maranatha Baptist and Anchor Point Baptist Church,
but had never considered church development.
Suffering and in need of leadership, the congregation
of Emmanuel found Ken and his family willing to
minister to their needs.
According to Ken, taking on the existing problems
of any church can be a big job, and in many cases it
may take years to work through all the difficult
situations. Many people look for instant cures while
others have misconceptions about what form God's
blessing may take. "But the world needs to be
reached, beginning at our doorstep," states Ken. The
VanLoons look at their work as re-digging the well as
Isaac did in the Old Testament. As they consider the
I A
McDonalds
Sharing Christ in
Bangladesh
hil '74 and Becky Ketcham McDonald's
most recent assignment with ABWE has
been helping to establish the Bangladesh
Theological Seminary in Chittagong.
Although Christian missionaries have been
presenfin the area now known as Bangladesh for 200 years,
no degree-granting Bible college or seminary existed in the
country.
The project began in 1990 with the help of a godly
Bengali, Dr. John Sircar. During the first year, the
McDonalds and Dr. Sircar raised funds for the seminary in
the United States. The second year they returned to
Chittagong to assist with the planning for the new school.
They considered administration, classes, fees, and other
details. The Lord blessed and at the outset the school is
totally indigenous, with the board of trustees composed
entirely of Bengalis.
Wherever the McDonalds go, the Lord gives them
ministries to people in their neighborhood—and their
current neighbors in Chittagong are Russian, English,
French, and Bengali! Matt, 10, Mark, 8, Nate, 3 1/2, and
even daughter Dani, 1 1/2, are involved. Through Awana
and other church activities, the children make friends and
new contacts for ministry. Becky holds English classes for
Bengali women and helps Russian neighbors learn about
American cooking. From backyard ping-pong tournaments
to Christmas parties, all the McDonalds are involved in
reaching out to their neighbors.
Phil, who developed a love for people of various cultures
early in his life, has been involved in strategic and financial
planning with many Bible schools in Asia. His father,
Dr. Cleveland McDonald, chaired the Division of Social
Sciences and served as professor of sociology for almost 20
years at Cedarville College. Becky has a rich missions
heritage in Bangladesh. Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Donn
Ketcham, served there during the early days of ABWE's
medical hospital in Chittagong. Becky's brother, David
Ketcham '87, and his wife, Sonya, are currently ministering
in Bangladesh as well.
next few years in Paulding they believe healing will
occur in the congregation, followed by building of the
membership.
Sandy, who was employed at Cedarville College from
1973-1975 until marrying Ken, enjoys working with
various church programs. Becky, age 15 1/2, and Jon,
14, bring friends from school to the activities. Ken and
the family have started an Awana program in the
community which has been a great boost for the church.
Ken attributes the suffering of many churches in the
United States to complacent Christians, an entertain-me
mentality, and people's busy schedules. He also finds
that many Christians don't realize the spiritual needs
that exist in the Bible Belt of America. Larry Fetzer,
G.A.R.B.C. state representative of Ohio, stated in July
1991 that there were 30 troubled G.A.R.B.C. churches
in the United States and that 16 of those were in Ohio.
The VanLoons, however, consider the people, not the
location, as the key to missionary work.
Ken remains active in the Civil Air Patrol. His
ministry with nine northwest Ohio squadrons keeps him
busy. One squadron in particular has given Ken
consistent opportunity to develop moral leadership with
the youths. A commendation from CAP states,
"Chaplain VanLoon not only has fulfilled all the
requirements for this promotion as a chaplain, but also
fulfilled the requirement as a line officer. We commend
him for his dedication to the program of Civil Air
Patrol."
Ken attributes his love for missions to his days at
Cedarville College "when Dr. Green's heartbeat for
mission infected us all."
Fellowship International Mission
Good Samaritan Project
Gospel Missionary Union
Lighthouse Gospel Chapel
The Master's Mission
Missionary Athletes International
Overseas Chinese Mission
Pioneers
Remnant Ministries, Inc.
Scioto Hills Camp & Retreat Center
SEND International
Shepherd of the Streets Ministries
Southside Mission
Sudan Interior Mission International (SIM)
TEAM
Trans World Radio
Twelve Baskets Ministries, Inc.
United Fellowship of Missions
International (UFM)
We Care Prison Ministries
Word of Life
Wilmer and Rachel Cresswell
Funderburg '38 were applauded
during the Yellow Jackets game on
January 25 (Alumni Basketball
Night). Fifty-one years ago on that
day the Funderburgs went on their
first date, and every year they
celebrate with a special night out.
Cedarville College happened to be a
part of their celebration this year!
Alumni Return to
Sing in Oratorio
0 ver 75 alumni from all over the country returned to singin the traditional performance of Messiah presented bythe Cedarville College Oratorio Chorus with Dr.Charles Ellington conducting. Invitations were mailedto alumni who had performed in the chorus as students,
to graduates and non-graduates majoring in music, and to concert
chorale alumni. The guest soloists were David Lawhead '82, bass;
Peter Schroeder '71, tenor; Cynthia Malley Bass '76, alto; and Ellie
Dritsas Kirby '75, soprano. With full orchestra, the chorus of over
175 voices filled the James T. Jeremiah Chapel for this milestone
event. Future performances for music reunions are under discussion.
Heritage Alumni:
Watch For Your
Newsletter
Be on the lookout for your
newsletter to be mailed in
April. A project of the
professional writing course,
students are organizing,
writing, and providing
graphics for the annual
Heritage Alumni
Newsletter. This two-page
flyer will include personal
stories, information on day
trips planned for this
summer, and college news.
If you are a graduate or
attended Cedarville College
from 1897-1952 you won't
want to miss this
publication!
The Spieths enjoyed participating
in the chorus as a family. Ron '71
and Linda (Browning '71) joined
their son, Jeremy, a sophomore at
Cedarville College, for the
practices and performance.
Helen O'Bryant '44 writes, "I can't find words to tell
you how much I enjoyed singing in the oratorio at
Cedarville College on December 13. I am so proud
of my heritage and feel that Cedarville is the best
college in the land!" Helen was our only Heritage
alumna who sang with the Oratorio Chorus and
looks forward to having more of her friends join
her for future music reunions.
John '64 and Judy
Marcellus Bigelow
'67 included the
music reunion in
their furlough from
the ministry in
Alaska. The
Bigelows also
attended Alumni
Basketball
Weekend and
caught up with
many friends and
classmates.
Cindy Malley
Bass '76
drove from
Colorado
Springs,
Colorado
for the
performance.
Peter Schroeder '71
currently performs
with the Back to the
Bible Quartet on the
worldwide radio
ministry from
Lincoln, Nebraska Da
vid Lawhead
'82 is teaching
and conducting a
Keswick Christian
School in
Clearwater,
Florida.
Ellie Dritsas
Kirby '75 (right)
shared her
beautiful soprano
voice.
c.1903
c.1980
4.p "
Vera Andrew Harvey
1884-1992
Oldest Alum Leaves Legacy
era Andrew Good Will by the secretary of
Harvey '03 state. She was recognized for
passed away on many years as West
November 9, Virginia's Poet Laureate and
1992 at the age was named the state's second
of 107. Born on Laureate Emeritus by
February 8, 1884 in Cedarville, Governor Jay Rockefeller IV.
Ohio, she was the oldest living Mrs. Harvey has two
Cedarville College graduate. published collections of
After graduating from poetry: Touching the Stars in
Cedarville. Vera received a 1954 and Forget-Me-Nots in
second degree from Mather 1982. The latter contained
Case Western Reserve poems about the history of
University and completed her Greene County, including the
master's degree at Columbia 1974 Xenia tornado and an
University. She began her address she gave at
teaching career in 1916 at Homecoming in 1977.
Marshall University in English Portraits of the Honorable
and drama. In 1922. she left Whitelaw Reid and his wife
Marshall to marry John Speed were bequeathed to
Harvey. moving to Huntington, Cedarville College by
West Virginia. Mrs. liarvey. The paintings.
Mrs. Harvey was active in surrounded by Florentine
community affairs all of her frames, are of great
life. She organized the West significance due to Reids
Virginia Cancer Society and, as political influence in the
its executive director, traveled Greene County region where
widely to educate the public the college is located. An
about the disease. In 1981, antique Korean brass lantern
Mrs. Harvey was inducted into was also given to the college.
the Order of the 35th Star, an The lantern was a gift to
honor given to residents who Mrs. Harvey's mother from
have rendered distinguished missionaries to Asia in the
service to the state of West late 800's. Along with a
Virginia and have lived there financial gift, these items will
50 years or more. She was also be treasured by the college as
appointed State Ambassador of Vera was.
Harper Bickett Celebrates 90th Birthday
signed a giant birthday card
for Mr. Bickett and sang
"Happy Birthday." Mr.
Bickett enjoyed a luncheon in
his honor and a cake bearing
90 candles.
Harper Bickett was born on
January 22, 1903 in the Xenia
home where he resides today.
Mr. Bickett received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Cedarville College and an
agricultural degree from The
Ohio State University.
The /924 Cedrus yearbook
records many class picnics at
the Bickeu homestead. On
one occasion, the old Ford
truck taking students back to
he Bickett the college, broke down. The
family's yearbook states: "however.
association the Bicketts had a good
with Cedarville supply of Fords and brought
College began us back."
almost at its conception. Mr. Bickett has displayed
John W. Bickett '97 was the his generosity to Cedarville
first person in the first College through the years.
graduating class to receive Each year Harper opens his
his diploma. Harper, home to one male college
nephew of John Bickett. student in need of room and
recently celebrated his 90th board. Lifting the financial
birthday with the Cedarville burden has enabled many
College family. According young men to complete their
to the Alumni Office education at Cedarville
records, Harper Bickett '24 College. In 1972 Harper was
is the oldest living alumnus awarded the Alumnus of the
of Cedarville College. Year award by the Cedarville
On the 106th anniversary College Alumni Association
of the college charter, the for his friendship and
college honored Harper generous support.
during chapel. The student Happy Birthday Harper
body. faculty. and staff Bickett!
Harper Bickett '24 enjoys
birthday luncheon given
in honor of his 90th
birthday.
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Nikki Starr, senior social work major, and other Cedarville College
students collected clothing to donate to Miami Valley area homeless
shelters in an effort to promote awareness of homeless individuals
and families. Homeless Awareness Week, February 1-5, drew support
from student organizations, class officers, staff, and faculty. During the
Wednesday night fellowship service, facts and statistics on
homelessness were presented.
February 12-14 saw the influx of 800 brothers, sisters, and
parents of Cedarville College students to campus. Lil' Sibs
weekend activities included late night bowling; a baseball
card show; the winter drama production, Enemy of the
People; Yellow Jackets basketball action against Tiffin; and
the Vermeer Indoor Track Classic.
Regional Gathering
Frank '68 and Barbara Lepine Jenista '70 are planning a Cedarville
College Alumni Gathering in the Philippines. With over 20 alumni in the
Manila area, the Jenistas are anticipating a great turnout. For more
information please contact the Jenistas at the American Embassy in
Manila.
Look for
Spring/Summer
Alumni Gatherings in
these areas!
Atlanta, Georgia, hosted by Michael '83
and Cheryl Bitterrnan Draa '84
Washington, D.C., hosted by David
"Kelly" Fath '91
Tacoma, Washington, hosted by Brad
'85 and Becky Miller Rickard '85
New York City, hosted by Bob '62 and
Sue Blumenstock
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, hosted by
Mark Home '86 and Jim Liebler '86
Jeff Beste '86 met with several alumni from all over the country at the National Youth Workers
Conference in Hudson, Ohio. Alumni involved in church youth ministries gathered at the
Holiday Inn to catch up on Cedarville College news.
um Events
March 22-25
April 2
May 7-8
May 7
May 8
June 4
June 5
June 14 July 2
June 23
July 5
Spring Missionary Conference with Ron Blue
Celebration of BBI 40-Year Reunion
Parents/Cedar Weekend
Alumni Council Meets
Honors Day Chapel
Heritage Alumni Breakfast
50-Year Reunion Class of 1943
97th Annual Commencement
Children of Alumni Summer Studies Program
Des Moines, Iowa gathering
in conjunction with the GARBC Conference
Heritage Alumnae Luncheon for Educators
Jeremiah Chapel
Jeremiah Chapel
Athletic Center
March 13-22 Spring Break
March 22-25 Spring Missionary Conference with Ron Blue Jeremiah Chapel
Apri 2 Brass Choir Concert Jeremiah Chapel
Apri 9-12 Easter Vacation
Apri 16-17 "Back to Genesis" Seminar
Apri 21-22 AD. Players
Apri 30 Men's Glee Club and Women's Chorus Concert Jeremiah Chapel
Apri 30 May 1, 6-8 Spring Drama Production:
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors Alford Auditorium
May 7-8 Parents/Cedar Weekend
May 7 Honors Day Chapel Jeremiah Chapel
May 7 POPS Concert Athletic Center
May 31 Symphonic Band Memorial Day Concert Jeremiah Chapel Lawn
May 28 Junior/Senior Banquet
June 5 97th Annual Commencement Athletic Center
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COPMI ALL
The Alamo car rental company is again sponsoring
the Alamo 5 miler and116mni Rally this year.
Entrants can win indivM1 honors as well as prizes
for their alma mater. But the real attraction of the
races is to join your fello ni for "The Most
Fun You'll Ever Run." An may enter, but
members of Yellow Jacket trabk and cross country
teams may be especially interested.
The runs are bet eld in Boston (April 10), in
New York City ( 1), and In San Francisco
(June 27). All dates are S ay mornings. For
more information, includi cc fees and times,
call one of these numbers: ,4
Boston
New York
Dave McGillivray Sports
Ent rise 617-932-9393
ew York Road
er Club
860-4455
San Francisco Rhody Co. Productions
415-668-2243
I-i.You may register in ividu ut if you would like
to contact some alumni friends to join you, call the
Alumni Office at 1-800,837L2566 for addresses or
phone numbers. Al s if you plan to run, please call
the Alumni Office 6 can get together with
other Cedarville runners at 'me event. Go out
and give it that old college,
Last November, Myron Youngman '76 and several others
met on campus to establish The Kaifa Group, a non-profit
organization dedicated to facilitating Asian-North American
development and exchange. The board of directors
pictured here includes Geoff Walker '82, Paul Edwards '78,
Rick Carey (husband of Deb Buining Carey '83), and Dave
Ormsbee '78. Myron can be reached at The Kaifa Group,
P.O. Box 130177, New York, NY 10013-0985.
Baptist Mid-Missions holds their annual candidate
class on the campus of Cedarville College each
summer. This past summer several Cedarville
College alums participated in the 1992 candidate
program. Pictured (l-r) are Jeffrey '80 and Deborah
Mullet Warix '79N, who anticipate serving in Brazil,
and Rick and Delana Phillips Powers '82, who will
be ministering with Campus Bible Fellowship in
North America. Our thanks to Baptist Mid-Missions
for the photo and best wishes to the candidates.
FIELD
DeElda '60 and Nancy Cope Payton '57, who serve with
ABWE as church planters in the U.S., have resigned from the
church they started five years ago in Shelbyville, Indiana. The
goal for the McKay Road Baptist Church was to bring it to self-
support with a pastor in five years and this was accomplished
under the Paytons' careful guidance and faithful ministry.
Glenn Rumrill, associate pastor since April 1992, will assume
the leadership. The Paytons will begin a deputation ministry this
summer and will tiy to determine the Lord's will as to where to
start a new church planting project by the fall of 1993.
Norman Nicklas '64, executive director of ABWE, and his
wife, Evelyn (Thorns '64), recently purchased a new home in
the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania area. ABWE is moving its
headquarters to Harrisburg, and the sale of their home along
with the purchase of another home has been a great burden to
them. There are 18 other ABWE families in the process of
moving to Harrisburg. Norm and Evelyn went to Mexico City
in January 1993 to visit some ABWE missionaries and Norm
also traveled to Indonesia for two weeks to meet with national
believers and survey the possibility of a church planting
ministry in that country.
Grace Trimble Kintner '67N and her husband, Dave, were
back in the U.S. from Brazil for a short two-month visit during
November and December 1992. They arrived in the states
November 13 and spent several weeks moving their parents to
Maranatha Village in Sebring, Florida. The Kintners are
missionaries with Baptist Mid-Missions along the Amazon
River in Brazil. Prior to their trip home, they spent three weeks
surveying the northern part of the Amazon River,
approximately 500 miles down river from Manaus, to determine
a new place of ministry. They will move to the new location
and begin a church planting ministry in the coming year.
John Rueck '68 and his wife, Faye, headed to Hungary in
February 1993 to begin a new ministry there with Child
Evangelism Fellowship (CEF). The Reucks have been in
Alberta, Canada, where John served as local director for the
south central Alberta area. John and Faye will be living in the
city of Miskolc for one year, the second largest city in
northeastern Hungary. They have been faithful missionaries
with CEF for many years and have ministered in other parts of
Europe throughout their career.
Larry '75 and Cindi Schlener Bollback '75N are back in the
states from Portugal for the first six months of 1993. They have
served with Word of Life in Portugal for 16 years. Their
ministry has spread all over Europe in recent years and Larry
has had opportunities to speak in Spain, Germany, Hungary,
and Poland. They will be living in Moses Lake, Washington
during their stay in the U.S. and hope to raise additional support
before they return to Portugal.
Sallie Pickard Fogle '77N and her husband, Larry, and Jim '75
and Rachel Mayo Chambers '78N arrived safely in Zambia,
Africa, on July 16, 1992. The tasks of finding housing,
purchasing appliances and vehicles, and getting acquainted with
new church families was a lengthy process. The church has
experienced tremendous growth since their arrival. They have
begun weekday Bible studies, children's Bible clubs, and
special studies for women. They are already in need of a church
building as they have outgrown the rented room they are using.
They are all very thankful for the provision the Lord has given
to them and for the faithful prayers of their supporters.
Stephen '77 and Kris Anderson Holman '79 are church
planters with ABWE in Manila, Philippines. They were very
excited at the arrival of their fourth daughter, Karen Joy, on
September 15, 1992. She was 7 lbs. 9 oz. and 19 1/2 in. long.
Her big sisters, Annie, 9, Bethie, 5, and Julie, 2, love her very
much. The Holmans have planted a church in Paranaque and are
diligently working to get it established before they leave for the
states on furlough in June 1993.
John '79 and Michelle Meeker Morgan '79, missionaries with
ABWE to Togo, West Africa, have been experiencing some
difficult times in their ministry. There is a nationwide strike
going on in Togo for an indefinite period of time. The
opposition parties are demanding that the president resign and
that the military no longer intervene in political matters. The
tension in the country is mounting, and the Morgans have been
forced to close the ABWE hospital there except for an on-call
emergency crew. All the stores are closed, no taxis are running
and food and fuel are becoming scarce. Please pray that the
Lord would turn the president's heart and that peace would
return to Togo.
Dan Standridge '80, his wife, Donna, and their family left for
Milan, Italy on December 9, 1992. They are beginning their first
term of service with UFM International. Donna began language
studies the first week of January and they are quickly settling
into their new home. They look forward with anticipation to the
great things the Lord will accomplish through them in Italy.
Joanne Filippelli Ingis '82N and her husband, Paul, returned to
the states in December 1992 after 18 months as short-term
missionaries to Bangladesh. There they served at the ABWE-
established hospital in Malumghat where Paul worked as an
accountant and Joanne used her nursing experience to assist with
the medical needs of the Bengali people. Before they left in
October, a mob of 400 people attacked their village and hospital
to plunder and pillage the local Christian community. Many
families and hospital employees sustained serious damage to
their homes. Joanne and Paul were in the hospital building
during the uproar and were not injured. Things in the village
have settled down since then and police have been supportive
and efficient in handling the rioters. It was a very exciting time
as many Christians were jarred out of their apathy and have
grown under this persecution. Joanne and Paul are happy to be
back in the states and are living in Carlstadt, New Jersey.
Gerri Jue Miller '84 and her
husband, Jeff, are missionaries with
TEAM to Indonesia. They are thrilled
with the arrival of their third son,
Christopher McKinney on December
9, 1992. He was born on Jeff s
birthday at the hospital in Kediri,
which is five hours away from
Yogyakarta where they live. Christopher joins Daniel, 5, and
Stephen, 3. The Millers are hoping to come home on furlough in
May 1993 after the completion of their first term of missionary
service.
Michael Measley '92 is in training for full-time missionary
service with New Tribes Mission in Kentucky. He hopes to
work as a Bible translator for a tribal group. He is unsure of his
foreign destination at this time.
Brian Phipps '92 is a junior high director for Sheboygan
County Campus Life in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. This coming
summer, he and his wife, Dana (Guy '90), will attend missions
candidate school in preparation for work with Muslims, the least
targeted group of unbelievers in the world. They are praying for
the Lord to guide them to the mission agency and the specific
group of Muslims He would have them work with.
60s
Bob Pereira '69 has been re-elected Wisconsin state
representative to the Association of Christian Schools
International for another two-year term. Bob has held this
position for the past three years. He has been employed since
1980 as the assistant superintendent of Heritage Christian
Schools, a school system of 1,000 students located in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Bob and his wife, Kathy, are the parents
of twins, Jay and Angela, 11.
70s
Preston Butcher '70 is assistant chief in the examination
division of the Internal Revenue Service in Los Angeles,
California. In this position, Preston has enforcement
responsibility for corporate and individual income tax audits in
the Los Angeles area and supervisory responsibility over 1,300
employees.
Col. Loren Reno '70 has assumed command of the 396th
Technical Training Group at Sheppard Air Force base in
Wichita Falls, Texas. Col. Reno and his wife, Karen
(Christensen '74), have three children.
Steven Olson '71 is the assistant pastor of Good Shepherd's
Baptist Church in Sidney, Ohio. He joins Rev. Earl Shaffer
'77, the senior pastor, in leading the church which has an
average attendance of 115 people. Steve moved to Sidney from
El Paso, Texas, where his family settled after he left active duty
as a chaplain for the United States Army for 16 years. He served
in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait during the Gulf War. Steve and his
wife, Junia (Brown '70N), have four children, Jonathan, 20,
Lori, 19, Sarah, 9, and April, 6.
Dave Branon '73 has published a book through Moody Press of
Chicago, Illinois, entitled Safe At Home. Available now in
bookstores, the book contains the stories and testimonies of
more than 20 Christians in major league baseball. Dave is
managing editor of Sports Spectrum magazine, a ministry of
Discovery House Publishers and Radio Bible Class in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Joe Kesler '77N has been promoted to president of the First
National Bank of Carbondale, Illinois.
Michael T. Rae '78 serves as a postal inspector for the U.S.
Postal Inspection Service. He previously served in the United
States Justice Department as a prosecuting attorney with the
U.S. Organized Crime Strike Force. Michael graduated with
highest honors from Cleveland Marshall College of Law in
1984 and lives in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mark Highman '79 has accepted the pastorate of Southeastern
Bible Church in Kentwood, Michigan. He and his wife, Janet
(Ebel '79) and their two children, Deborah, 9, and Jonathan, 7,
have been living in Warsaw, Indiana.
Warren Throckmorton '79 was named "1991 Counselor of
the Year" by the Ohio Mental Health Counselor's Association.
Mr. Throckmorton is president-elect of the organization which
is made up of 600 members who promote counseling as a
profession and provide continuing education. He is a licensed
professional clinical counselor and director of Throckmorton &
Associates in Portsmouth, Ohio. Warren has a Ph.D. in
community counseling from Ohio University in Athens and
specializes in child psychology.
SOs
Richard Smith '80 has returned to Cedarville, Ohio and
opened a new family medical practice in the Kyle Medical
Center. After his graduation from Cedarville College, he
received his medical degree from the Ohio University College
of Osteopathic Medicine in Athens, Ohio. He was an
emergency room physician for Air Force personnel in
Honduras and during Operation Desert Shield in Saudi Arabia.
Rich and his wife, Susan (Felts '80N), welcomed their fourth
son, Zechariah David, on February 10, 1992. He was delivered
by his father at home, weighing 8 lbs. 2 oz. and measuring 21
1/2 in. His three brothers, Joshua, 10, Daniel, 8, and Ezekiel, 2,
were very happy about his arrival.
Dave Gabriel '81 has joined Korn/Ferry International in
Dallas, Texas as a senior associate in the executive search
consultant firm. He is particularly experienced in the
recruitment of executives in the technology, health care, and
general manufacturing sectors. Prior to entering the search
profession, Dave gained organizational consulting and
managerial experience as a senior consultant with DHRG, a
national human resource services firm. He received his
master's degree from Georgia State University. Dave and his
wife, Marsha, a pediatric neuropsychologist in private practice,
live in Dallas and attend Highland Park Presbyterian Church.
Rebecca'Ferrell Hayes '82 is the program manager at the
Golden Age Senior Citizens Center in Xenia, Ohio.
John Blackburn '84 has been named director of Christ
Unlimited Bible Institute, a nine-month Bible and youth
ministry training institute affiliated with Kansas City Youth
For Christ. John had been serving as director of Christian
education and youth at Southwest Baptist Church prior to his
ministry at CUBI. Besides his administrative duties, John
teaches youth ministry methods courses at the Bible Institute.
He and his wife, Beth, live in the Kansas City area with their
three children, Brandon, 7, Heidi, 5, and Alyssa, 2.
Robert Freeman '84 has become an instructional developer
with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan, located in
Southfield, Michigan. His wife, Dana (Burkett '86N), is a
homemaker and part-time legal secretary. The Freemans have
two children, Eric, 4, and Kayla, 7 mos.
Jim Barber '85 has taken a new position as director of
Planned and Institutional Giving for Samaritan's Purse in
Boone, North Carolina. The Samaritan's Purse is a ministry
under the leadership of Franklin Graham, Billy Graham's son.
Jim and his wife, Tammy (Evans '87) and their son Hamilton,
3, live in Boone and are expecting their second child this
spring.
Scott Burtis '85 began a new ministry as youth pastor at the
Berean Baptist Church of Portage, Michigan on December 6,
1992. He and his wife, Angela, and their son, Andrew, I, live
in Portage.
Karen Mathews Callan '85 joined the Cedarville College
Nursing Department faculty this past fall as a lab instructor.
She instructs, demonstrates, and validates various nursing skills
required of the BSN degree offered at Cedarville. Karen's
husband, J.D. '85, works at Wilmington College as a plant
services manager. The Callans live in Cedarville with their two
children, Matthew, 2, and Alyson, 7 months.
Robert Hood '85 was recently named chaplain of the
Gallipolis Fire Department. He and his wife, Kemberlee
(Hemphill '91), live in Gallipolis where she teaches in the
Gallipolis County School District.
Dave Edwards '86 is writing a book about career counseling
in the Washington, D.C. area entitled Capital Hill Jobs. Dave
has been involved in many career areas and hopes to provide
others with valuable information concerning working in our
nation's capital.
Todd Lee '86 has been selected 1992 Trooper of the Year at
the Xenia, Ohio post. Officers stationed at the post chose Lee
based on leadership abilities, professional ethics, courteous
treatment of others, enthusiastic work attitude, and cooperation
with supervisors, peers, and the public. Todd and his wife,
Debbie (Glezen '87), live in Jamestown, Ohio with their
daughters Kimberlie, 5, Kari, 4, and Keli, 2.
Jim Unger '86 is the new minister of music and worship at
Bethel Baptist Church in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. He and his
wife, Eileen (Friesen '88), and their daughter, Kandin, 1, live
in Clementon, New Jersey.
Steven M. Campbell '87 is working as a financial analyst for
the Federal Systems Division of NCR/AT&T in Rockville,
Maryland. Steve has been with NCR for two years and travels
all over the world as an internal auditor. He lives in
Gaithersburg, Maryland.
Steve DeCook '87 graduated from the Air Force Institute of
Technology with a master's degree in aeronautical engineering
in December 1991. He is currently working in flight test
engineering at Edwards Air Force Base in California.
John Helmick '88 graduated from Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio in August 1992 with a Ph.D. in chemistry. He is
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Dr. Joseph Stowell III '66, president of Moody Bible
Institute, returned to Cedarville to present the Winter
Enrichment Conference messages January 4-8. During
the week, Dr. Stowell also led a seminar for almost 100
pastors. He holds the Th.M. degree from Dallas
Theological Seminary and pastored churches in
Springfield, Ohio; Kokomo, Indiana; and Highland Park,
Michigan before going to Moody.
Seniors Kim Higginbotham and Sherri Leeds present a
Sophomore Celebration mug to Ken Nichols, sophomore
class vice president. Members of the Undergraduate
Alumni Association present mugs to each sophomore
attending the Sophomore Celebration Breakfasts which
have been a hit with the class. The students enjoy an
early breakfast in the President's Dining Room and learn
more about Career Services and the Alumni Association.
working in research service in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture . His wife, Sue (Edwards '86),
is a receptionist at Abington Hospital in Philadelphia.
Scott Beattie '89 completed the Officer Indoctrination School of
the United States Navy. During the course at the Naval
Education and Training Center in Newport, Rhode Island,
students are prepared for duty in the naval staff field
corresponding to their civilian profession. Scott graduated in
May 1992 from Drake University Law School. He and his wife,
Jerrilyn (Cudney '92), live in Newport.
Lt. Jonathan Popa '89, U.S. Navy, was recently promoted to
his present rank and has reported for duty with the 4th Medical
Battalion, 4th Force Service Support Group, Washington, D.C.
He graduated from the University of New Haven in West Haven,
Connecticut with a master of business administration degree. He
joined the navy in July 1992.
90s
James Gerakinis '90 finished his master's degree in counseling
and psychology at Western Michigan University in December
1992. He began work as a therapist at Hyperniken Counseling
Services in Grand Rapids, Michigan in January 1993.
Shawn '90 and Diane Davison Hannay '92 have moved from
Cedarville, Ohio to Westerlo, New York. Shawn works as an
accountant for C.B. Hannay & Sons, and Diane hopes to teach in
the local public schools.
Teresa Cunningham Weiss '90 received a Kettering
Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award. Teresa is a first grade
teacher at Indian Ripple Elementary School. She and her
husband, Ben '87, live in Kettering, Ohio.
Curtis Carr '91 is a full-time volunteer at Missionary Radio
Station KCAM in Glennallen, Alaska, under SEND International
of Alaska. One of four announcers, Curtis is taking over for a
career missionary on furlough from February until September
1993.
Joseph '91 and Bethany Williams Mason '91 have moved to
Baltimore, Maryland. Joseph is in management training with
Fairfax Savings Bank, and Bethany is teaching fifth grade at
Perry Hall Christian School. The Masons attend Perry Hall
Baptist Church.
Ruth Yuen '91 is the news director for WUSN Family Life
Radio in Jackson, Michigan. Ruth is also a political analyst for
the USA Network and a consultant for the Capitol News Bureau.
She is active in Bethel Baptist Church of Jackson.
Heather Anderson '92 teaches fifth grade at Greeneview Local
Schools in Jamestown, Ohio.
James Bell, Jr. '92 works at QuesTech in Dayton, Ohio. He is
enrolled in the MBA program at the University of Dayton.
Jerri Cook '92 is employed as a commercial lending secretary
at Beckley National Bank in Beckley, West Virginia.
Marti Day '92 teaches eighth grade at Hayward Middle School
in Springfield, Ohio. She also coaches cross country and track.
Amy Edwards '92 is attending John Marshall Law School in
Chicago, Illinois.
Sylvia Faragalla '92 is a foster care caseworker at Family Care
Services in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Laura Farnsworth '92 is working at the Rehabilitation Institute
of Chicago on the pediatric floor. She attends Moody Church
and hopes to go into full-time missions work.
Karen Fuller '92 is working at Environmental Health Labs in
South Bend, Indiana as an extractionist and chemist.
Jill Gerhart '92 is attending Michigan State University where
she is working on a master's degree in deaf education.
Jonathan Gudeman '92 is attending The Ohio State University
College of Optometry in Columbus, Ohio.
Eric Hayes '92 is attending Capital University Law School in
Columbus, Ohio.
Heather Hidalgo '92 is teaching junior and senior high English
and heads the English department at Manhattan Christian
Academy in New York City.
Kristen Jensen '92 is teaching fourth grade at Santiago
Christian School, a private, English speaking school in the
Dominican Republic. The school utilizes a U.S. curriculum and
serves missionary families and the upperclass Dominican
community.
Wayne Leichty '92 teaches sixth grade in the Toledo public
schools.
David Mills '92 is studying in the doctoral program in
philosophy at Penn State University.
Scott Mills '92 is working for Steve Green Ministries in
Nashville, Tennessee as concert promotion coordinator.
Mark Mooney '92 is employed as a staff accountant with
Thomas Gaitens & Company in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mark
plans to begin graduate school at the University of Pittsburgh.
Lori Newell Paddock '92 works at Veterans Administration
Medical Center in Danville, Illinois as a staff nurse. She was
married on December 5, 1992.
Michelle R. Smith '92 is teaching fifth through eighth grade at
Cedar Creek Christian School in Delton, Michigan. She is also
enrolled in a writing course through the Institute for Children's
Literature to further her writing career.
Faith Todd '92 is enrolled in the master's degree in social work
program at the University of Minnesota at Duluth.
Aaron Welch '92 is in his first year of seminary at Grand
Rapids Baptist Seminary. He is pursuing a master of divinity
degree and plans to go the mission field.
Dan Bisbee '83 and Susan Moore were joined in holy
matrimony on September 28, 1991 at Barrington Baptist
Church in Barrington, Rhode Island. They are appointees with
SIM to reach the Wolof Muslims of Senegal, West Africa.
During 1993, they will be involved in an internship working
with internationals in the greater Providence, Rhode Island
area. They plan to be in language school in Quebec, Canada in
1994 and are looking toward departing for Senegal in January
1995. They welcomed the arrival of their first child, David
Dan, on October 7, 1992. David weighed 7 lbs. 9 oz.
Douglas Home '86 and Margaret Fehland were united in
Christ on August 1, 1992 at Winnetka Bible Church in
Winnetka, Illinois. Reception music was provided by Doug's
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newly formed orchestra. The Homes live in Orland Park,
Illinois.
Tina Hoddelmann '88 and Rob Broline '87 were united in
marriage on September 5, 1992 at Calvary Baptist Church in
Bay Shore, New York. They currently live in Huntington Beach,
California, where Rob is a manager for KPMG Peat Marwick in
Los Angeles.
Kathy Reynolds '87 and Chris Peterson were joined as husband
and wife on June 6, 1992 at First Baptist Church of Bellview,
Kentucky. Kathy finished her master's degree in reading in
August at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio and teaches
elementary grades at Taylor Mill Elementary School in
Bellview. Her husband is a graduate of the University of
Kentucky and teaches instrumental music at Bellview High
School. The Petersons live in Crescent Springs, Kentucky.
David Beal '88 and Shelly Reamsnyder were married on July
11, 1992 at First Baptist Church in Findlay, Ohio. David is a
division analyst for the Marathon Oil Company Eastern Division
Terminal and Transport. The Beals live in Arlington, Ohio.
Dawn Beach '89 and Perry Campbell exchanged wedding vows
on October 19, 1991 at Ridgeview Baptist Church in Stuarts
Draft, Virginia. Dawn is a registered nurse working in nursery,
labor, and delivery. Her husband is an industrial engineer for the
Reynolds Corporation.
Julie Young '91 and Brian Ethridge '89 became one in Christ
on July 11, 1992. They live in Warsaw, Indiana.
Sheila Brown '90 and Alan Carroll joined as husband and wife
on October 24, 1992 at Fellowship Baptist Church in Willow
Springs, North Carolina.
Leilani Pritts '90 and John Dibert were wed on May 18, 1990
at Riverside Grace Brethren Church in Davidsville,
Pennsylvania. Leilani is the director of social services at
Courtland Manor Nursing Home in Dover, Delaware. John is a
student at the University of Delaware and is serving in the Air
Force. The Diberts also announce the birth of their daughter,
AnnaLeis, on August 24, 1992. She weighed 7 lbs. 9 oz. and
measured 19 1/2 in.
Kathleen Webber '90 and Mark Schwartz were married on
August 3, 1991. Kathleen teaches third grade at Grace Baptist
School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and her husband, a 1989
graduate of Liberty University, is working toward a law degree
at Dickinson Law School.
Melanie Wolf '92 and Brent Williams '90 exchanged wedding
vows on June 20, 1992. They live in Miamisburg, Ohio.
Kim Wisdom '90 and Gerry Horton '92 were united as
husband and wife on October 10, 1992. Gerry is a youth pastor
at Bible Fellowship Church in Greenville, Ohio.
Paula Weber '92 and Jonathan Beach '91 were joined in
marriage on August 1, 1992. Paula is attending the Medical
College of Virginia Commonwealth University, studying
occupational therapy. Jonathan is a supervisor at the American
Bindery Company. They live in Richmond, Virginia.
Allyson Graham '92 and
Matthew Benefiel '91 became
one in Christ on October 3,
1992 at First Baptist Church of
Elkhart, Indiana. Many
Cedarville College alumni
participated in and attended
the wedding. Allyson's father,
Pastor David Graham, is a
trustee of Cedarville College
and the new senior pastor of
Grace Baptist Church, Cedarville, Ohio.
Cynthia Commons '91 and Randy Richner '93 were married
on September 12, 1992 in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. The
wedding was very special to their families because Cindy and
Randy are both third generation missionary children. The
Richners are living in Elrod, Indiana, where Randy is assistant
pastor at Washington Baptist Church. Randy plans to begin
seminary studies in the fall of 1994 in preparation for full-time
missionary service.
Tara Barenscheer '92 and Chuck Hagy '91N were united in
marriage on October 24, 1992. Tara works at the Pediatric
Medicaid Clinic of Kent County, Michigan as a public health
nurse. Chuck is in his last year of seminary at Grand Rapids
Baptist Seminary.
Krista Hill '91 and Tim Neubert '92 were joined in holy
matrimony on August 15, 1992 at First Baptist Church of
Winfield, Kansas. Krista works for the Cerebral Palsy Research
Foundation, and Tim is a telemarketer for MCI, Inc.
Jennifer Shade '91 and John Jenks '91 became husband and
wife on July 25, 1992. They are living in Clark Summit,
Pennsylvania.
Leigh Ann Rogge '92 and Charles Pagnard Jr. '91 joined
together in marriage on November 14, 1992. They live in
Franklin, Ohio, where Charles is an accountant with Charter
Oak Federal Savings. Both enrolled in masters degree programs
at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cynthia Adolph '92 and Jonathan Smith '92 were married on
November 28, 1992. They live in Cincinnati, Ohio, where
Jonathan is assistant to the president of the Great American
Insurance Company.
Christina Ash '92 and Robert Rodebaugh '92 exchanged
wedding vows on June 20, 1992. They live in Durham, North
Carolina, where Robert is pursuing a Ph.D: in organic chemistry
from Duke University.
Bethany Britt '92 and Michael
Wakefield '92 became one in
Christ on November 6, 1992 at
South Baptist Church in Lansing,
Michigan. They live in Toledo,
Ohio, where Michael is the
commodities division manager for
SMS Ambassadors. The
Wakefields are hoping to go to
Spain as tent-maker missionaries in
1996.
Cynthia De Clark '92 and Kevin
Barker were united in marriage on
October 9, 1992 at Highland Hills
Baptist Church in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Cynthia is a receptionist
at Progressive Technology, and
Kevin works for Foremost Insurance. The Barkers live in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Jocelyn Feldman '92 and Michael Walters became husband
and wife on November 14, 1992. Jocelyn is a field marketing
secretary for the Zimmer Corporation in Warsaw, Indiana. They
live in Rochester, Indiana, where Michael farms.
Heather Guthrie '92 and Tom Morgan were united in holy
matrimony on August 8, 1992 at Calvary Baptist Church in
Delaware, Ohio. Heather is an investigative assistant and
commissioned deputy sheriff with the Union County Sheriff's
Office in Marysville, Ohio. She is also attending the Ohio Peace
Officers Training School.
Tina Heying '92 and Bob Cunningham took their marriage
vows before the Lord on September 5, 1992.
Lynn Leindecker '92 and Andrew Rudd '92 became husband
and wife on June 13, 1992. After spending the summer working
at Maranatha Bible Conference, they have moved to Carol
Stream, Illinois, where Andy is the associate pastor of worship
and programming at Fellowship Church. Lynn is employed by
the Outreach Center of Carol Stream.
Jennifer Libby '92 and Mike Phillips '92 were joined in holy
matrimony on August 1, 1992. They live in Portland, Maine.
Heidi Pfahler '92 and Tracy Stringer '92 were married on
October 24, 1992 at Grace Brethren Church in Worthington,
Ohio. Tracy is assistant branch manager of ITT Financial
Services in Middletown, Ohio. Heidi is a registered nurse at
Miami Valley Hospital in Dayton, Ohio.
Shannon Proctor '92 and Shawn Mallison '92 were united in
holy matrimony on July 4, 1992 at an outdoor ceremony at
Camp Bayouca, New York. Shawn is a manager trainee with
Beneficial Finance in Andicott, New York, and his wife is
employed by Matthew Binder, a legal publishing company.
Kathryn Priddy '92 and Kenneth Wittel were united as one in
Christ on September 12, 1992. Kathryn is a registered nurse at
Mansfield General Hospital in Mansfield, Ohio.
Janette Rehfeld '92 and Patrick Folks became one in Christ on
August 1, 1992 at Bremerton Bible Church in Bremerton,
Washington. Janette is a nurse, and Patrick, who was recently
discharged from the navy, is a sales representative for
Rainbow, Inc.
Debby Reid '92 and Jeff Pence '92
were joined together in marriage on
October 10, 1992 at Bethel Baptist
Church in Wilmington, Delaware.
They live in Chicago, Illinois, where
Jeff is attending Mortuary College.
Penny Riedman '92 and Frank
Augustus were married on August 8.
1992. Penny is a registered nurse at
Mercy Medical Center in Springfield.
Ohio.
Kelly Scott '92 and Dominic
McKinley '92 became husband and
wife on November 22, 1992. Dominic
attends medical school at Wright State
University, and Kelly works at Society
National Bank in Dayton, Ohio.
Ann Seely '92 and Thomas Lightner '92 became one in Christ
on July 3, 1992. They live in Florence, Kentucky, where Tom is
promotions director and meeting planner for Capitol Marketing
Insurance.
Shannon Swartzentruber '94N and Keith Scheffel '92 joined
in marriage on June 20, 1992. Keith is the personnel director at
Rosedale Mennonite Missions in London, Ohio.
Aileen Willsie '92 and Phillip Baab '92 united in marriage on
January 9, 1993 in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Phillip is an
accounting assistant at Great Lakes Business Forms, and Aileen
is substitute teaching in the Grand Rapids public schools.
Elaine Dixon
Baker '71 and her
husband, Bill, are
thrilled to announce
the foster adoption
of two special
children. Kevin Lee
was born on June 2,
1988 and Amber
Ashley was born
November 8, 1990.
They are birth
siblings and were
placed in the Baker
home in October
1992. Bill and
Elaine live in Spokane, Washington where
Bill is employed by Hewlitt Packard and
Elaine is a school teacher.
Stephen Costley '76 and his wife, Billie Sue, joyfully announce
the birth of Aaron Lee on November 23, 1992. He weighed
9 lbs. 1 oz. and measured 21 in. Aaron joins Rebecca Lynn,
2 1/2.
Jim Gilbert '76 and his wife, Jill,
joyfully announce the birth of
their daughter, Joy Elizabeth, on
July 4, 1992. Joy joins her
brother, Joseph, 2.
Valerie Bowser Brocious '77
and her husband, Steve, are
happy to announce the arrival of
their daughter, Emily Joy. Emily
was born on June 29, 1992.
Elaine Howard Chamberlin '77
and her husband, Jerry, are the
proud parents of Kelsey Jo, born
on September 6, 1992. Kelsey
weighed 8 lbs. 111/2 oz. and
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measured 22 in. She joins Kyle, 5, and Kendra, 2.
Lila Terlouw Berger '78 and her husband, Gregg, are pleased
to announce the birth of their daughter, Amelia Johanna. She
was born on September 24, 1992 weighing 8 lbs. 11 oz. and
measuring 21 in. She joins big brother, Michael, 22 months.
Keith Namy '78 and his wife, Kathy, are thrilled with the
arrival of Sayler Juleen on March 20, 1992. Sayler weighed
8 lbs. 2 oz. and measured 19 1/2 in.
Dale '79 and Faith Whitelaw West '78 are delighted to
announce the birth of Kara Jewell on July 14, 1992. She joins
Andrea, 9, Justin, 6, Tyler, 5, and Matthew, 3.
Jack '81N and Debbie Elmore Limbaugh '79N are rejoicing
at the birth of their first daughter, Hannah Elizabeth. She was
born on March 15, 1992, and welcomed home by her three
older brothers, Jack, 12, Justin, 9, and Jordan, 5. The
Limbaughs live in Algona, Iowa.
Jan Kaufman Lockhart '79 and her husband, Greg, are the
proud parents of Ethan Andrew, born on October 3, 1992. He
weighed 9 lbs. 3 oz. and measured 211/2 in. His sisters, Abby,
3, and Caton, 2, welcomed him home.
Cheryl Carey Saxton '79 and her husband, Gary, are thrilled
with the arrival of their daughter, Lydia Irene, on July 23,
1992. Lydia joins Jennifer, 13, Nathaniel, 10, and Megan, 2.
Daniel Taylor '79 and his wife, Paula, are pleased to announce
the birth of their son, Joshua Daniel, on January 13, 1992. He
joins his sister, Jacqueline, 3.
Cindy Martin Kinsley '80 and her husband, William, are
delighted with the birth of their son, Ryan Oliver, on December
15, 1991. He joins Eric, 11, Amanda, 9, Amy, 4, and Nicholas,
2 1/2.
Pam McKever Nunn '82 and her husband, Bob, are excited to
share the birth of their second daughter, Jillian Rachel, on
October 6, 1992. She weighed 7 lbs. 10 oz. and measured
21 in. She joins her big sister, Monica, 4 1/2.
Justin '82 and Jan Leman Sewell '82 are rejoicing in the birth
of Lauren Michelle on July 18, 1992. Lauren weighed 6 lbs.
13 oz. and measured 19 in. Emily, 4 1/2, and Tyler, 1 1/2,
welcomed her home.
Tom '83 and Robin Danec De Meester '85 are proud to
announce the arrival of their son, Jared Charles, born on March
21, 1992. He joins Emily, 2 1/2.
Glenda Maxey Erickson '83 and her husband, Barry, are the
proud parents of Audra Mary, born on October 8, 1992. She
weighed 7 lbs. 111/4 oz. and measured 20 1/2 in. The
Ericksons live in Fort Myers, Florida.
Jim '84 and Faith Gruber Gruenberg '83 wish to announce
the birth of their second son, Kurt Thomas. He was born on
November 13, 1992, weighing 9 lbs. 4 oz. and measuring
21 3/4 in. His brother, Stephen James, 6, welcomed him home.
The Gruenbergs live in Greenville, Ohio.
Laura Smith Lindmark '83 and her husband, Alan, are the
happy parents of Robert Alan, born on May 25, 1992. Robert
was welcomed home by his sisters, Jaymi Alaine, 4, and
Jodianne Marie, 3.
Debbie Gilbert Long '83 and her husband, John, are delighted
to share the birth of Meredith Emily on October 27, 1992. She
weighed 6 lbs. 13 oz. and measured 19 in.
Kevin '83 and Dawn Fisher Mulder '84 are thrilled with the
arrival of twin daughters on October 28, 1992. Savannah
Nicole weighed 6 lbs. 8 oz. and measured 18 in. and Alicyn
Hannah weighed 7 lbs. and measured 18 3/4 in. Their big
brother, Johnathon, 5, was happy to welcome them home.
Kurt '83 and Kirsten Johnson Stewart '83 joyfully announce
the birth of Mitchell Kurt on October 27, 1992. Mitchell
weighed 7 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 20 in. He joins Jared, 4 1/2,
and Heath, 18 months.
Jeff Summerlin '83 and his wife, Kathy, are pleased to
announce the birth of Samuel Wilson on December 3, 1992. He
was 7 lbs. 9 1/4 oz. He joins Chase Everett, 2, his big brother.
Suzanne Milevoi Coulliard '84
and her husband, John, are the
proud parents of Rachel Marie,
born on January 29, 1992.
Rachel weighed 4 lbs. 9 oz. and
measured 18 1/2 in. Suzanne and
John were married on September
30, 1989 at Community Baptist
Church in Neptune, New Jersey.
They live in Ft. Worth, Texas,
where John is an engineer at
General Dynamics.
Bonnie Conner Davis '84 and her
husband, Dennis, are thrilled with
the arrival of Adam Wayne on
October 15, 1992. He weighed
6 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 20 in.
Aaron Ray, 8, was delighted to
welcome home his new little
brother.
Rod '86N and Cyndi Robinette
Fillinger '84 are pleased to
announce the birth of Elizabeth
Sara on April 21, 1992. She was
welcomed to the family by her two
older sisters, Emily, 4, and
Meghan, 2.
Tom '84 and Chris Friesen
Greenwood '89 welcomed their daughter, Erin Kimberly, born
on December 1, 1991. The Greenwoods live in Springfield,
Ohio.
Will Pratz '84 and his wife, Nancy, are rejoicing in the birth of
Gabrielle Justine on November 6, 1992. Gabrielle weighed 7 lbs.
8 oz. and measured 19 1/4 in. She joins Josalyn, 8, Zachary,
6, and Elysia, 3.
Jeff '85 and Brenda Fisher Bolyard '86 are delighted to
announce the arrival of Amelia Paige on August 10, 1992.
Amelia joins brother Ethan Jeffrey, 2.
Karen Simpson Heath '85 and her husband, Kevin, are thrilled
with the arrival of Peter Hoxie, born December 15, 1992. Peter
weighed 7 lbs. 12 oz. and measured 20 in. Kevin is assistant
professor of English in the department of language and literature
at Cedarville College.
Carol Helmick Horn '85 and her husband, Larry, are excited to
announce the birth of their son, Wesley Joseph, on March 2,
1992. Wesley weighed 8 lbs. 2 1/2 oz. and measured 211/4 in.
Colin '85 and Dianne Noggle Lord '88 are the happy parents of
Maria Dianna, born on November 12, 1992. Dianna weighed
9 lbs. 5 oz. The Lords live in Romulus, Michigan.
Linda Hess Plum '85 and her husband, Don, joyfully announce
the birth of their daughter, Hannah Kate, on June 8, 1992.
Hannah weighed 8 lbs. 12 1/2 oz. and measured 21 in. She joins
Olivia, 2.
Jan '85 and Shelly Frank Schaedel '86 are praising the Lord
for their new daughter, Sarah JoAnne, born on November 25,
1992. Sarah weighed 10 lbs. 5 oz. and measured 211/4 in. She
joins her sisters, Melissa, 4, and Jennifer, 2.
Judith Whitaker Cornfield '86 and her husband, Mark, are
pleased to announce the arrival of their first child, Mary
Katherine Joy, on December 29, 1992. She weighed 7 lbs. 15 oz.
and measured 20 1/2 in.
Carey '86 and Donna Evans Danielson '88N are thrilled with
the arrival of Tabitha Nicole on October 6, 1992. She weighed
7 lbs. 8 oz. and measured 20 1/2 in. She joins Christina Marie, 2.
David '87 and Susan Greetham Dooley '86 are the proud
parents of Matthew David, born on November 23, 1992.
Matthew weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz. and measured 21 in.
Charles '86 and Sara McGuire Meeks '86 have been blessed
with a daughter, Lauren Michelle, born on October 6, 1992.
Lauren was welcomed home by her brother, Charles Tyler, 2.
Dale '86 and Jane Simington Willett '88 are delighted to
announce the birth of Alec Thomas on November 28, 1992. Alec
weighed 8 lbs. 1001. and was 21 in. Big sister Jordan, 2, was
excited about his arrival.
Brent '87N and Kim Morgan Ziegler '86 are heralding the
arrival of twins born on November 24, 1992. Zef Jared weighed
4 lbs. 9 oz. and measured 18 in. Zekiel James weighed 2 lbs.
10 oz. and measured 14 1/2 in. The twins join brother Zak, 2
1/2, and sister Morgan, 11/2.
Cathy Lombard Aviles '87 and her husband, Steve, are the
proud parents of Rebecca Lynn, born on December 28, 1992.
Rebecca weighed 6 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 20 in.
David '88 and Heidi Ryan
Lindley '87 joyfully announce the
birth of their daughter, Erika Lee,
on September 27, 1992. Erika
weighed 8 lbs. 1001. and
measured 22 in. She joins Phillip
Thomas, 3.
Geoff '88 and Judy Happe
Parker '87 are thrilled with the
arrival of their son, Jordan, born
on October 1, 1992.
Kevin '87 and Shawna Denney
Shaw '87 happily announce the
birth of their daughter, Carlissa
Marie, on October 25, 1992. Carly
Eunice Johnson
Home With
The Lord
Eunice Wood Johnson '67 went to be with the Lord
on February 23, 1993, while vacationing in Florida
with her husband, Dr. Clifford Johnson '87H.
Mrs. Johnson had been in ill health for almost 20
years. In addition to her husband, she leaves a son.
Tim, of Seattle, Washington, a daughter.
Merilee Shank 75 of Cedarville, a son-in-law,
Steve Shank '73, and three grandchildren, Craig,
Katie, and Kimberly Shank. Her mother,
Mrs. Gertrude Wood of Chehalis. Washington, live
brothers, and a sister also survive her. Dr. Johnson
served Cedarville College as registrar for two years
and as chief academic of for 23 years. He
currently is assistant to the president.
weighed 7 lbs. 11 oz. and measured 20 1/4 in. She joins Dylan,
16 months.
Lynn Hackenberry Young '87 and her husband, Robert,
rejoice in the birth of their first child, Joshua Robert, born on
November 20, 1992. Joshua weighed 8 lbs. 1001. and
measured 21 1/2 in.
Van '88 and Jabell Kelly Holloway '90 are praising the Lord
for the birth of their second son, Jared Ambrie, on October 4.
1992. He weighed 8 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 21 in. His brother,
Jacob, 18 months, welcomed him home.
Theresa Henry Phillips '88 and
her husband, Tony, are delighted at
the birth of their second-daughter,
Danielle Sky, on August 7, 1992.
She weighed 9 lbs. and measured
22 in. Her older sister, Jessica, 2,
loves her dearly.
Ken '89 and Debbie Rotramel
Fleetwood '89 are the proud
parents of their first child, Shelby
Lauren, born on August 12, 1992.
Shelby weighed 7 lbs. 11 oz. and
measured 19 3/4 in.
David '89 and Amy Chandler Mooney '89 announce the birth
of their son, David Samuel Ill, on November 1, 1992. He
weighed 6 lbs. 4 oz. and measured 19 1/2 in.
Dave '89 and Anne Powers Nichols '90 want to share the
exciting news of David R. II1's birth on October 8, 1992. He
weighed 6 lbs. 11 oz. and measured 19 1/4 in.
Charisse Wolf Patchin '89 and
her husband, Daniel, are the happy
parents of Alyssa Ann, born on
August 10, 1992. Alyssa weighed
7 lbs. 7 oz. and measured 19 1/2 in.
The Patchins were married on July
13, 1991 at Willo-Hill Baptist
Church in Willoughby, Ohio.
Charisse is a homemaker, after
teaching fifth grade for one year at
Willo-Hill Christian School.
Daniel is company controller of
Pace Engineering in Willoughby.
Doug '90 and Melissa Berner
Filter '90 are thrilled with the birth of their first child, Lauren
Ashley, on January 9, 1993. She weighed 8 lbs. and measured
211/2 in. The Filters live in Exton, Pennsylvania.
Debra Greulach Habegger '90 and her husband, Terry, are
excited to announce the birth of their first child, Tayler Rae, on
November 7, 1992.
Daniel '91 and Cindy Huber
Maxson '90 were thrilled with the
arrival of their son, Curtis Paull, on
November 5, 1992. He weighed
9 lbs. 2 oz. and measured 21 in.
Dan is a probation officer for
Montgomery County in Dayton,
Ohio.
Tracy Conrad Modzelewski '90N
and her husband. Dale, are pleased
to announce the addition of their
son, Collin James, to their family.
Born on June 27, 1992, Collin
weighed 6 lbs. 1 oz. and measured
19 1/2 in. He was welcomed home
by his big sister, Katylin, 4 1/2.
Christopher Wallace '90N and his
wife, Laura, joyfully announce the
birth of their son, Taylor James, on
October 16, 1992. Taylor weighed
8 lbs. and measured 21 in. The Wallaces live in Walnut Creek,
California.
Mark '91 and Valerie Plume Biddinger '90 joyfully announce
the birth of Ryan Mark on November 21, 1992. He weighed
8 lbs. 601. and measured 21 in.
D
The Collins family has been a long-time friend of Cedarville
College. Mary Dixon Collins died on December 28, 1992 at a
nursing home in Wooster, Ohio. She was the wife of M. Earle
Collins '23, who preceded her in death in 1980. Mr. Collins
was named Alumnus of the Year at Cedarville College in 1977.
We extend our sympathy to Mrs. Collins' son, Dr. Gordon
Collins of Wooster, Ohio and other members of the family.
Brenton R. Turner '31 died on February 7, 1992 in East
Bridgewater, Massachusetts. We extend our sympathy to his
son, Thomas, and family.
Harold Carpenter '52 went to be with the Lord on January 9,
1993 after an extended illness. He was a pastor for many years
after his retirement from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. He
is survived by Ruby, his wife of 65 years, and two sons, Harold
Jr. '57, and Larry. His memorial service was conducted by
Pastor Tom Shelow '59N of First Baptist Church of Edinboro,
Pennsylvania, and Pastor Les Webster '59 of Bailey Road
Baptist Church in North Jackson, Ohio.
Shirley Goodman Wolf '64 died on January 26, 1993 after a
lengthy battle with cancer. We extend our deepest sympathy to
her husband, Robert, and children Matthew '92 and Melanie
Wolf Williams '92.
Sue Stauffer Johnson '76 went to be with the Lord on
November 1, 1992. She was an elementary teacher at Faith
Christian School in Fruitport, Michigan. We extend our prayers
and sympathy to her husband, Tim, and three children.
David Burghen '85 was killed in an automobile accident on
November 16, 1992. He was an attorney in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania with the John McClure Law Firm. We extend our
sympathy to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Burghen, and
family.
David Smyth '85 died on January 30, 1993 after an accident
involving an all-terrain vehicle. We extend our deepest
sympathy to his wife, Elaine (Stone '85), and their three
children, Ellen, 5, Emily, 3, and Eric, I. The Smyths have been
living in Livermore, California, where Dave was a salesman for
the Transcoast Envelope Company.
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The Summer Studies
Program lets your
High School Junior:
Get a head start on a college education!
Complete a college course in just three weeks!
Earn up to six college credits!
Enjoy special activities such as barbecues, sports,
and a trip to Kings Island amusement park!
Meet Christians and make new friends!
Who is eligible?
Christian juniors in high school (1994 graduates) with a 3.0 (B) grade average or
higher
What does it cost?
Only $116 per credit for tuition (books and lab fees extra) and $325 for room,
board and activities
When are classes?
June 14 through July 3, 1993
How to apply:
Call 1-800-777-2211.
We will send you an application. But hurry! We need your completed
application by May 1. Class size is limited.
Sons and daughters of Cedarville graduates
may receive a $580 scholarship!
Take up to 6 credits
Choose from these courses:
Environmental Biology (5 credits)*
"Biology, of all the sciences, has the greatest
potential for making major advances in aid of
humanity. ..most problems facing society today are
either biological or have large biological
components" (From AIBS Mission Statement,
1991). Join Dr. Silvius for field studies in the
"classroom" of forest, stream, lake, and urban
community (including an overnight camping trip
in southern Ohio).
Beginning Tennis (1 credit)*
Learn to hold the racquet, hit the ball, return,
serve, and volley for college credit!
Introduction To Dramatic Arts (3 credits)*
Learn to act and do stage makeup while studying
some of the greatest plays ever written. Practice in
improvisation, theatre games, and class
performance will culminate in a public
performance. At the end of this course you'll have
your own makeup kits and be able to do straight
stage, character, and special effects makeup. The
class also attends several theatre festivals and
views a professional outdoor drama. Don't miss
the opportunity to enjoy this active, invigorating
class.
The Christian Life (4 credits)*
Get started on the right foot, not only in your
college studies, but also in your spiritual life.
"From creation to the cross, from sin to salvation,
from evangelism to discipleship, your perspectives
are stretched and challenged. You'll be glad you
tried this course on for size," promises Professor
Chris Miller.
Introduction to Computers (2 credits)
Master the basics of personal computing. Impress
teachers by turning in projects with neat pages,
perfect spelling, and attractive charts and graphs.
In addition to word processing, spreadsheets, and
database applications, you also explore record
keeping and basic math operations.
Social Movements (4 credits)*
"...liberty and justice for all." Those stirring
words conclude the pledge to the American flag.
At various times in American history, courageous
citizens have struggled to make the dreams of
justice and liberty come true. Through film,
lecture, and discussion, Dr. Murray Murdoch helps
you understand Christian perspectives on social
change.
* These courses satisfy general education
requirements at Cedarville.
